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Abstract: Constraint satisfaction Problem is considered as an 
important area of the Mathematical Computation. 
Constraints are a set of conditions that has to be true for 
some problem like crypt arithmetic problems. Crypt 
arithmetic problems are where numbers are changed with 
alphabetic or symbolic order. Whenever a number needs to 
be assigned to an alphabet some constraint should be 
followed. Constraint says that each time assignment of 
variables replaced with only 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. No two 
numbers will be assigned to same alphabet or symbol, 
uniqueness should be there. With the help of (0…9) digits we 
satisfy each constraint so that we can get accurate result. 
This paper is an effort to find a solution of a Classical Crypt 
Arithmetic Problem (BASE+BALL=GAMES) with the help 
of a proposed method which is computationally cheaper and 
give results in minimum time as compared to parallel genetic 
algorithm. 

Keywords: constraint satisfaction problem, crypt arithmetic 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Crypt arithmetic or verbal arithmetic is a computational puzzle 
in which each letters of alphabetic will changed by single digit 
or symbols [1]. Each letter has their own unique value and 
other letter will assign some different values not the same 
value like the previous one. Alphabetic problems are subset of 
crypt arithmetic problems. In Artificial Intelligence, this 
alphabetic problem come under the category of Constraint 
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) or you can say Constraint 
Programming. Each time between the two variables we 
perform some arithmetic operations like add, subtract, 
multiplication (i.e; +,-,*) to satisfy the constraint. Most tricky 
part of this problem is to keep carry forward values in your 
mind while solving the variables. When the sum of two 
variables generate a carry, forward it to next step, assignment 
of next digit has been done in such a way that the sum of two 
variables and carry forward generate a suitable result that 
satisfy the condition of assignment and give unique assignment 
to the variable. The solution can be search using the technique 
Backtracking or we can search the number by reverse the 
variables using Permutation[2]. 

The first Crypt Arithmetic was encountered in USA in 1864, 
by the American Agriculturist , M. vatrequant. Heintroduced 

the word ‘Crypt Arithmetic’ writing under the Minos, in 

1931[4]. The classic crypt Arithmetic problem of 
SEND+MORE=MONEY was solved by CSP using Parallel 
Genetic Algorithm. 

II. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM 

The existence of a solution is purely depending on the decision 
you made. Possibility of correct solution is highly based on the 
decision making. Most of the AI related problems such as 
planning, scheduling or designing may be encoded in a 
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). A CSP is also defined 
as the path for finding the solutions that are satisfying the 
givenconstraint and produce a desired output [3]. 

In the field of Artificial Intelligence and Optimization the 
solution is proportional on constraint satisfaction problem. 
CSP or constraint satisfaction problem is a set of finite 
constraint and a finite set of possible outcomes based on the 
constraint. These solutions can be found only by search. To 
achieve the desired solution, you have to search many 
operational researches and satisfy the given constraint. 
Decision could be based on anything whether its Boolean or a 
finite step of algorithm. To get the desired result CSP 
consistently run the recursive loop for satisfy the condition of 
the problem. 

Fuzzy logic surrounded by both preference relations among 
possible actualization and priorities amongst a set of problems. 
In a Fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problem (FCSP), a 
constraint is satisfied to a level and the acceptability of a 
probable solution becomes agradual notion. Fuzzy logics are 
thus malleable [4]. 

In mathematical solution of any problem, if there are n 
numbers of unknown variables then to find their solutions we 
need n equation. But in case of many problems their conditions 
is not satisfied. These problems are in the category of NP 
completeness. In such problems we have to identify 
theconstraint. 

The values and status of NP complete problems are unknown 
and the given problem has to be solved in polynomial time. 
Constraint satisfaction problem will be solved in a finite set of 
NP complete problem. 

Constraint languages containing all single constraints will be 
called Traditionalist. We completely characterize traditional 
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constraint languages that give leap to CSP sets solvable in 
polynomial time[5]. 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

In 1970s John Holland invented the Genetic Algorithms at 
University of Michigan, United States. Objective of Genetic 
Algorithm is to select the individual from a large population 
[6]. Genetic Algorithm is a selection process of constraint and 
unconstraint problem that is based on some natural selection. 
The process of selection from a parent variable to the child is 
Genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm(GA) constantly 
update a population data to individualsolution. 

Genetic Algorithm is a process of choosing the fittest 
individual by natural selection in order to produce result for 
next generation [7]. The huge sets of variables in a Genetic 
Algorithm dissemble the desired fixes, which is called entity, 
to step-up the issue of problem, conjuncture towards better 
quick fix. Traditionally, the fixes are initially represented asin 
0 and 1 format [8]. Genetic algorithms are commonly used to 
acquire a valid solution to the constraint which is highly based 
on the genetic operators like mutation, crossover and selection. 
Genetic algorithm is works as heuristics search that has been 
generate a test for a valid solution at each level of problem. At 
each level of search every test has some properties which can 
be mutated and altered for asolution. 

The aim of GA is to choose an initial time for each process of 
the project so that the project duration is decreased, while 
satisfying previous relations, resource availabilities, and 
resource-transfer time constraints[9]. 

Here we discuss one problem of crypt arithmetic and solved it 
with the help of GeneticAlgorithm: 

 

 

 

 

 

This problem solved by genetic algorithm. In the above 
problem we have total variable T,W,O,F,U,R . We count TWO 
only one time so that ambiguity cannot be occur. At the end of 
the solution each variable assigned a unique value. 

 

 

 

 

Above diagram shows the result of a problem 
TWO+TWO=FOUR using genetic algorithm 

Process involved in Genetic Algorithm: 

1. Initialization 

2. Fitnessselection 

3. Crossover 

4. Mutation 

A typical genetic algorithm needs: 

1. A Genetic characterization of the quick fixdomain 

2. Fitness function to assess solutiondomain 

IV. RELATED WORK 

Many works has been done in crypt arithmetic problem. Crypt 
arithmetic problem is done by many methods but the best 
performance of crypt arithmetic problem comes up with using 
genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm finds the best solution 
from constraint in lesser time. Many crypt arithmetic problems 
were solved [9]. Such as WRONG+WRONG=RIGHT, 
GERALD+DONALD=ROBE RT, ABCDE*4=EDCBA [10]. 

Here we consider our classical crypt Arithmetic problem: 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem to be solved 

Aim of the problem is to assign a digit to each variable. 
Constraint says that no two variables assigned with same digit 
(if 2 is assigned to A, then we can’t assign value 2 to any other 

variable like C or T and any other variable). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final output of the problem 
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BASE 

+BALL 

GAMES 

 

V. SOLUTION OF A CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM 
BY USING GENETICAL GORITHM 

Now, Crypt Arithmetic is constraint satisfaction problem is 
solved by Genetic Algorithm. We take a problem and then 
assign digits to each variable to satisfy the constraint. 

Here we take an example of crypt arithmetic problem: 
BASE+BALL=GAMES 

 
Here we discuss some of the constraint that will help us to 
solve the crypt arithmeticproblem: 

1. Each variable will assign digits with the rangeof 
0,1,2,…….,9. 

2. Same variables will count only once (in our problem 
BASE+BALL=GAMES there ‘A’ occur 3 times but we 
assign only one digit to the variable which will be same 
for all “A”) 

3. Each assignment will be taken place in such a way that no 
conflict will occur between the variables so every variable 
have its unique digit. 

4. We are not allowed to assign 0 to the veryfirst variable. 

5. While performing the arithmetic operation to the variable 
make sure that if sum of two variables generates a carry 
forward then its addition should be perfectly matched with 
the nextassignment[11]. 

6. The result of two variable i.e, BASE(7483) and BALL 
(7455) should be match with GAMES (14938). 

We can solve this equation as: 
Variable set1=1000*B+100*A+10*S+E Variable 
set2=1000*B+100*A+10*L+L 
Variableset3=10000*G+1000*A+100*M+10*E+S If (variable 
set3==variable set1+variable set2) then Report the value 
of(B,A,S,E,L,G,M). 

Now, we start assigning the digits to the constraint. As we 
know we cannot assign 0 to first variable. Thus start assigning 
with some other variable. We must assign 5 to L. After 
assigning 5, update everywhere L as 5. Now, L becomes 5. 

 

After assigned L as 5, we must assign E as 3. So, update E as 
the value 5 at each position of variable E. Now as we know the 
sum of two variables reflect the result (3+5=8) so we should 
also update S as 8. 

 

As we can see here after update the value of variable S as 8 the 
sum of next variables generates a carry which will be taken 
care in next step. 

Now we have to assign a digit here which satisfy the 
uniqueness of variable as we have a carry here and we should 
assign a digit to the variable A which will generate a sum of 
unique digit include the carry which was not assigned yet to 
any other variable. 

 

As we know 4 is already assigned to A and we cannot assign 
same digits to two different variables. In the above box we can 
clearly see that sum of B shows result of 4 but 4 is already 
assigned to A so it must be 14 (the sum of two B’s) and it will 

take a carry for the next step. 

 

Final result of the problem 

At last we got the sum of different variables which satisfy all 
the constraint and easily assigned digits to each variable 
uniquely. No two variables have samenumbers. 

 

BA83 
+BA55 

GAM38 

 

 

7483 
+7455 

 
14938 

 

 

B483 
+B455 

G4938 
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A. Figures and Tables 

a) Positioning Figures and Tables: Place
figures and tables at the top and bottom of 
columns. Avoid placing them in the middle of 
columns. Large figures and tables may span 
across both columns. Figure captions should be 
below the figures; table heads should appear
above the tables. Insert figures and tables after 
th it d i th t t U th bb i ti

VI. PROPOSED METHOD 

1. Separate the letters from input string andstore them in a 
temp listL. 

2.1 for each letter follow these steps: 

2.1.1 Assign a random number from the range0-9. 
2.1.2 If the number is equal to 0 and the 

letter is very first letter of the constraint 
then follow the step 2.1.4 becausefirst 

letter must not be 0. 

2.1.3 Put the letter into the empty 
positioned cell otherwise go to step2.1.1. 
2.1.4 Assign the random numbers from 
the list L to the empty cell and addthem 
to generate the result also update the 
values of carry generated by theprevious 
variable’ssum. 

2.2 Calculate the sum of each number everytime. 
2.3 Add them and assign rest of the numbers like 

these. 

VII. RESULT OFEXPERIMENT 

After implementing the algorithm in java language and applied 
on Crypt Arithmetic problems. All the result is showing below 
with the help of the diagram. 

PROBLEM BASE+BALL=GAMES 

ANSWER 7483+7455=14938 

VARIABLE B+A+S+E+L+G+M=7 

Min. 
Iter. 

Max.Iter. Aveg.Iter. Min. 
Time 

Max. 
Time 

Aveg.Time 

 
2 

 
6 

 
4 

 
220 

 
940 

 
540 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proved that irrespective of the size and 
complexity crypt arithmetic problem can easily solved by CSP 
using Genetic Algorithm. With the help of the proposed 
method we can easily calculate the solution depending upon 
the nature of the problem. Total number of solutions depends 
on the total number of the problem. Method says if you have 
larger problem sub divide the problem to make better decision. 
CSP is efficiently better for iteration. It shows how efficiently 
it works even in large problem and it is more efficient in the 
manner of time consuming and memory storage. The 
performance of the algorithm is tested on various 
constraintproblems with different nature of the 
output,constraints and the decision ideas. The acquire results 
from the proposed method are compared with the differently 
proposed methods that are already exists in the area and result 
and found to be very reliable. 
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